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With 15 easy to follow, fabulously illustrated step-by-step projects, this is just what the beginning
upholsterer needs. The first eight items--including a drop-in-bottom chair, overstuffed seat, and
box cushion--teach the fundamental techniques required to tackle any upholstery task that might
arise. After that, it's time to get more creative, with a beautiful Art Deco armchair, chaise longue,
leather chesterfield, and more. Each project includes a list of tools and materials, a quick
overview of the key skills, and tip boxes to make the work go more smoothly.

About the AuthorRuth Dye took up upholstery as a hobby. As she gained more experience she
found that she had a real aptitude for the craft; word spread and she soon found that she could
earn her living doing upholstery. Together with her partner David they formed the business,
Oldsofas.com, a website from which they sell upholstered furniture. They now have a thriving
business and live and work in southwest Wales.
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Cindy S, “Comprehensive review of furniture reupholstery.. Clear instructions on a variety of
furniture pieces. Even an example of replacing a cane seat on an antique chair.”

sirafina, “Great pictures. The book arrived promptly and in great shape (5 stars for the
sellers)The 4 stars is for the book content. I wish the book was more user friendly, if it wasn't for
all the pics, I would  be completely lost.”

zdogs, “Great book. I bought a copy of this book for my daughter and her husband because they
want to re-upholster some of their furniture. I liked the book so much that I ordered one for
myself so I can re-upholster some furniture also. I haven't actually used it yet but the instructions
look clear and easy to follow.”

Max - Arizona, “Very clearly written and photos are a big help.. This book really helps to clarify
how to do an upholstery job. I haven't started my project yet, however look forward to this project
now that I have a good idea of where to begin and what to expect.”

Cyril mc Namara, “Best upholstery book you can get!. Fabulous book for anyone starting out as
an upholsterer. Precise instructions and detailed colour pictures make almost any upholstery
project easy and manageable. Whether you are a total beginner or a little bit more advanced this
is the book to get. It's so good that it's tricky to even get a copy so get it while you can!”

CMac -Ebook Library Addict!, “Great for helping to learn this craft of DIY upholstery!. Fairly
informative and nice clear pictures”

kat, “a must have. great book to use to fix furniture.”

Suellen, “Good guide if you're not interested in modern upholstery. Good book to have in your
upholstery workshop. However not very interesting if you are interested in modern upholstery,
which is my case. Nevertheless a good guide to have in order to get to know what the art of
upholstery used to be like!”

crissie d, “Complete Step by step Upholstery. This is a very comprehensive manual for both
amature and more experienced upholsterers alike.It gives a comprehensive list of tools and
also shows in detail basic skills. It then goes on to demonstrate a number of projects. On some
of the projects it can be a little short on explanation for the less experienced worker, but usually
refers you back to the basic skill section if you are in doubt.All in all it is a very useful book, a
must for the occasional upholsterer who needs to brush up their skills and remind themselves
of any points they may have forgotten.”



Ebook Library Reader, “Confidence booster. I'm new to upholstering and bought this book to
guide me through my first project, a winged arm chair.I found this book very helpful. The
photographs fill the gaps in the text very well. The projects in the book are all very relevant in that
they are for items most people have or want, rather that all the arty stuff you often get in books.
My only critism is that being my first project, I would have liked just a bit more detail at times. I
got there in the end, but some stages took a bit more working out than others!”

Sally, “Informative. Good book have learnt a lot from it although I haven't yet completed my
upholstery task.”

Bryony Holyoake, “Upholstery techniques...... ....useful volume for reference and instructions on
“how to”.Helpful for someone attempting techniques at home.”

The book by David Sowle has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 240 people have provided feedback.
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